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Through the Bars Foundation
I'll kiss you again, between the bars. Where I'm seeing you
there, with your hands in the air. Waiting to finally be
caught. Drink up one more time and I'll make.
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"Between the Bars" is the fourth track of Elliott Smith's
album Either/Or. It is written as a short ballad in the key of
G Minor. The song is one of three tracks.
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"Between the Bars" is the fourth track of Elliott Smith's
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Between the Bars, a song by Elliott Smith on Spotify.
Between the Bars
"Between The Bars" is a song originally by Elliott Smith that
Poppy covered with Roman during her "Moriah Poppy" era. The
video of the cover can be watched.
Elliott Smith - Between the Bars Lyrics | SongMeanings
So there's lots of stuff 'between the bars' can mean in the
context of this song. 1. Bars as the place to get drunk.
(*Funnily enough that was.
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Between The Bars by Elliott Smith tab with free online tab
player. One accurate version. Recommended by The Wall Street
Journal.
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Second verse: "Drink up with me now How he can take them away.
Heiskissingherbetweenthebarsoftheselfdestruction. Drink up one
more time and I'll make you mine Keep you apart, deep in my
heart Separate from the rest where I like you the Between the
Bars And keep the things you forgot. I still see it that way,
but the other interpretation is an interesting one, and I like
it. Funding allows us to print and ship 30, newspapers each
month. SubtituladoporKianyeAlessa.Right on the money.
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